Introduction
As a natural generalization of a RIEMANNian space, we have a FINSLER space2).
In a FINSLER space the distance between two consecutive points is given by $ds=L(x, dx)$ while in a RIEMANNian space it is given by $ds=t/^{\prime}\overline{g:j(x)dx^{i}dx^{j}}$ , where
is a positively homogeneous function of degree one in the
. In a FINSLER space $g_{ij}(x, dx)=\frac{1}{2}9^{2}L/9dx^{i}9dx^{j8)}$ is adopted as the fundamental tensor and the functions $g_{ij}(x, dx)$ are homogeneous of degree zero in the $dx^{;}$ .
Other generalizations have been made by E. CARTAN4), L. BERWALD5), A. $KAWAGUCHI^{6)}$ and S. $HoKARI7$ ). The first two studied a theory of a generalized space (CARTAN $gpace^{8)}$ ) in which geometry is ruled by an $(n-1)$-ple integral. On the other hand the last two est\'ablished geometry in an n-dimensional metric space with a connection $whi\dot{c}h$ depends on an m-dimensional $(m<n)$ surface element $(x^{i}, P_{\alpha}^{i})(i=1,2, . ... , n ; a=i, 2, \ldots , m)$ .
The author, in his recent work, studied an n-dimensional metric space with an euclidean connection having the fundamental tensor $g_{ij}$ depending on a line-element with exception of the valuesystem $(0,0, \ldots , 0)$ .
The figure which determines the metrics is therefore two points infinitely near to each.other $(x),$ $(x+dx)$ and the line-element
The figure is said to be an infinitesimal vector $(dx)$ in the line-eleInent From (39), (40) and (20) . is gotten (41) $\Gamma_{0k}^{1}=H_{r}^{\dot{\iota}}\Gamma_{0k}^{*r}$ .
On account of (6) and (23) and substituted by (9), $\xi=-\kappa$ is obtained. So that (8) becomes :
(10)
$\frac{Dn^{i}}{ds}=-\kappa l^{i}+\zeta b^{i}$ .
Analogously one obtains the result:
Equations (7), (10) and (11) give the FRENET'S formulae.
Chapter III. The torsion and curvature tensors. These forms are decomposed in the following wise: When (9) and (10) are substituted into equations (6), one gets from (7) can be made to vanish by a suitable selection of
while the other remains without vanishing, it follows that the first two indices of the three curvature tensors are skew-symmetric by substitution of the last equations in (7); namely (15)
From the skew-symmetry of the curvature tensors one gets immediately:
\S 3. $BtA\acute{N}CHIs$ identities. BIANCHI'S identities are given by $exterior'$ . derivation of $\Omega^{i}$ and 9/, namely: : and its hypersurface components are $g_{\alpha\beta}$ . From (7), (8) and (9) From (14) and (15) On accoupt of (20) the first term of the first member of (33) From (38) it follows:
This is the $CoDAZZIS$ equations for the hypersurface.
